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Project Rooftop 
(Updated) 

I have many articles on my web page about the Demonic Bill Gates and his plan to 
microchip the world.  Many have been encouraged to take the vaccine, hundreds of 
Evangelical Christians including Albert Mohler President of Southern Baptist Seminary 
in Louisville, KY.   
 
Recently Southern Baptist Theological Seminary president Dr. Albert Mohler kicked off 
a new season of the ‘Briefing’ by accusing his friend, Dr. John MacArthur of Grace 
Community Church of “malpractice” by choosing to open up five months into the 
pandemic and not staying shut down for an indeterminable time.  
 
Mohler opened the program discussing issues surrounding churches being constrained 
during the pandemic, and in particular, a bad Supreme Court ruling in Calvary Chapel 
vs. Sisolak, with Steve Sisolak, being the governor of Nevada. 
 
The governor of Nevada had handed down an edict in the midst of COVID-19 that limits 
the total attendance in any church service to 50. Now, that’s to be contrasted with the 
fact that major businesses, including businesses that draw thousands of people such as 
the casino industry, the larger gambling enterprise in Nevada, are allowed to go up to 
50% of capacity. 
 
By any definition, you are looking at a targeted, non-neutral abrogation of this church’s 
religious liberty. They’re being singled out. This is not a generally applicable law. The 
whole point is you can go to the casino but you can’t go to church, at least under the 
same circumstances. 
 
Dr. Mohler discusses why the liberal Supreme Court judges voting 5-4 to uphold it is 
such a bad ruling, and in particular lauds the dissent from the conservative judges, 
commenting favorably on Justice Kavanaghs’ pithy observation “There is no world in 
which the Constitution permits Nevada to favor Caesar’s Palace over Calvary Chapel.” 
The decision, he says, is pretty much straight trash.  
 
Regretfully, Albert Mohler seems to have been hypnotized by the worldly church loyalty 
to their 501(3)c tax status.  Dr. Mohler recently gave his blessing for Baptists to take the 
Covid-19 vaccine.  I believe he is giving his followers bad advice. 
 
Let me recommend to readers that they look at “Project Rooftop” by Anthony Patch.  In 
the link below you will find an overview of the patent information on Bill Gates “Mark” of 
the Beast referred to in Revelation 13: 6.  “And he causeth all, both small and great, 
rich and poor, free and bond, to receive a mark in their right hand, or in their 
foreheads”  If you have been deceived into thinking that the Covid-19 vaccines are not 
the “Mark” of the Beast, you have not been keeping up with all the information that 
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others have posted about the QUANTUMDOT/HYDROGEL ID2020.  I have at least a 
dozen articles on Bill Gates, the Vicar of Vaccines and his patents on what is to come. 

 
The link below will provide you an overview of a highly sophisticated system of 
microchipping the world’s population.  I recommend reading Project Rooftop below.  
The information could not be a better description of the “Mark” of the Beast referenced 
six times in the book of Revelation.  Revelation 13:17; 14:11; 15:2; 16:2; 19:20; and 
20:4.  

Project Rooftop - Anthony Patch  

https://anthonypatch.com/patreon/From the Rooftop.pdf  

 
I have seen at least a half-dozen sites, Christian nonetheless, that have said this is not 
the Biblical Mark of the Beast, and I would have to vehemently disagree with those that 
say the vaccine is not the “Mark” without their qualifying this as being a system.  It will 
modify your DNA, You will be changed into a human/beast, and you will be an antenna! 
 
It is most certainly that which will make you part of the Beast System where artificial 
intelligence will control you.  If you doubt any of this, go and read my series on:  
 

666/999 
5G, the Mark of the Beast, and the UPC Code 
 

https://anthonypatch.com/patreon/From%20the%20Rooftop.pdf
https://anthonypatch.com/patreon/From%20the%20Rooftop.pdf
http://www.safeweb.norton.com/
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Read especially parts 12, 13, & 14, which deals with the Gates “Microchip” plan.   These 
three segments are part of the final documentary information that the series covers from 
the inception of triple six in Babylonian culture, later absorbed into the Roman Empire 
and the faux global church inhabited by Satanic forces. 
 
What you need to remember is that the Bible was written, depending on the specific 
book, hundreds and even thousands of years before you began to read it.  The 
meanings or definitions of words have not always remained the same as when first put 
to paper or papyrus.  The challenge has always been there to learn how a word was 
used back then, and how it may have changed over time, and then finally interpret it in 
light of the present day.  An example, the Bible expression “evil eye” means a “stingy 
person”  This being the case, it can be a daunting task to get an accurate modern-day 
rendering of the many words used in the Hebrew Masoretic or Greek Textus-Receptus.   
 
The collective evidence from everything that I have covered and its latest manifestation 
and patent leaves one no doubt that this is all about enslavement into a half human / 
half beast reality.  There are far too many external factors at this point in time to outright 
reject this as the “Mark” of the Beast.  The technical side of this goes back to “Digital 
Angel”  
 
Researchers at the University of Miami have recommended men to have a fertility 
evaluation before receiving the COVID vaccine and to consider freezing their sperm 
before vaccination in order to protect their fertility.  That report adds insight to what the 
public may not know about what is in the Pfizer or Moderna vaccines.  We are told that 
a person will have to get a two-shot vaccine over a three week period.  With all the 
problems with vaccines today, there is no assurance that you will not be damaged, or 
even killed.  You are on your own for liability of damage.  That first shot might not 
physically damage you, but you do not know what this contains.  You might receive the  
“gift” of Brucillosis Mycoplasma.  Don’t know what Brucillosis Mycoplasma is?  I urge 
you to read my latest article posted on www.pastorbobreid.com.  It is linked at: 
Mycoplasma The Pathogen That Will Kill You without Your Knowledge!, Part 3    
 

Few people understand vaccines and vaccine damage.  A few weeks ago, it was 
reported that 1 OF EVERY 18 children has Autism.  A year ago, 1 OF EVERY 24 male 
children had Autism.  Very much related to this issue of Autism over the past decade 
104 physicians, researchers died under mysterious circumstances from gun shots, 
poisoning, car accidents, alleged suicides, etc. 
 

What did all these men and women have in common?  They were investigating Autism, 
HIV, and an enzyme protein inhibitor called Nagalase.  Blood samples from children 
with Autism had high amounts of Nagalase in their blood chemistry.  Nagalase is a 
cancer agent from all the evidence of how it works and what it prevents from occurring 
naturally.  The bottom line of this is the only way the children could have got Nagalase 
in their system was by way of vaccines.   Need I say more about the risk of vaccines?  
The link to the video that explains this is found at the links below.  But I should remind 
you that a great deal of effort has been expended to bury this story reported in 2016.  
The bogus fact-checkers and media went to a lot of work and trouble to paint a picture  

http://www.pastorbobreid.com/
http://pastorbobreid.com/PDFs/myco3.pdf
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of Dr. Jeff Bradstreet as some sort a quack doctor.  Dr. Bradstreet spoke at a 
presentation in the fourth link below which was recorded in 2013. 
 

Mirrored- GcMAF and Nagalase Vaccines and Autism - YouTube 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZEaZhKOm9gM  
 

Doctors murdered after discovering cancer enzymes in vaccines 

https://www.naturalnews.com/055347_vaccines_dead...  

 Nagalase and cancer: How are they connected? - YouTube  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lU8NXA5lmMQ   

Dr. Jeff Bradstreet speaks at Autism One - YouTube  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NtRxBC3MUow  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZEaZhKOm9gM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZEaZhKOm9gM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZEaZhKOm9gM
https://www.naturalnews.com/055347_vaccines_dead_doctors_cancer_enzymes.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/055347_vaccines_dead_doctors_cancer_enzymes.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/055347_vaccines_dead
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lU8NXA5lmMQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lU8NXA5lmMQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NtRxBC3MUow
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NtRxBC3MUow
http://www.safeweb.norton.com/
http://www.safeweb.norton.com/
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I cite the issue of Nagalase as an example of children receiving a “gift” they do not need 
because the government health agencies are unable to secure the safety to validate or 
verify every single vile of vaccine given to our children.  This is not the first time it has 
been discovered that a vaccine has been corrupted.  The major example was the Salk 
and Sabin polio vaccine, in which 98-million children received a polio vaccine with a 
hidden “gift” in the form of SV-40, or Simian 40.  The gift was a “cancer” gene in which 
millions of Americans died prematurely in life.   
 
The Bible in Psalms 90:10 states “The days of our years are threescore years and 
ten; and if by reason of strength they be fourscore years, yet is their strength 
labour and sorrow; for it is soon cut off, and we fly away.”   So this passage tells us 
seventy years is normal, and eighty can be expected with intent and healthy living.  You 
can rest assured that the government could care less if folks die at 40, 50, or 60, it 
simply means that they do not have to pay out social security benefits.   
 
As Anthony Patch has illustrated, Project Rooftop contains sufficient technology to fit 
the parameters of the “Mark” of the Beast.  As I see it, the public is faced with gambling 
on an unproven mRNA vaccine, never before given to a human, let alone a lab animal 
test agent to determine its efficacy.  The normal development time for bringing a 
vaccine to market is normally seven years.  If you believe for one moment that vaccines 
can be produced in a matter of days or months, you are naïve or plain stupid.   
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The modified mRNA vaccine means to change, replace, substitute, transform (a 
structure) from its original anatomical form during development.  A person 
becomes something entirely different than from what came out of your mother’s 
womb at birth.  You essentially become owned by an entity that has patented the 
contents of that mRNA vaccine.  Link of part human, and part synthetic beast! 
 
I thought about linking an article from The Millennium Report on what they had to say on 
this and at the last minute decided to include it with the Anthony Patch’s Project 
Rooftop. 
 

 
  

MARK OF THE BEAST Makes Its Debut in 2020… 
…as the Untested, Toxic and Unsafe 
COVID-19 Vaccine Bioengineered by 

the Big Pharma, the Premier Huckster 
of the “Super-Vaccination Agenda”. 

https://secureservercdn.net/198.71.188.149/4cd.eb7.myftpupload.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/Screen-Shot-2020-12-15-at-5.59.41-PM.png
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State of the Nation 
There’s a very good reason (actually very BAD reason) why THE GREAT 
SCAMDEMIC, THE GREAT RESET and THE GREAT STEALECTION were all 
carried out by the New World Order globalist cabal in 2020.  It’s the very same 
reason why 2019 saw the military deployment of 5G in key power centers around 
the globe. 
 
The amount and degree of sheer chaos and confusion, distraction and diversion, which 
have been generated by these three “GREATs”, has permitted the power elite to both 
execute the military deployment of 5G worldwide and roll out a dangerously untested 
COVID-19 vaccine with very little scrutiny. 
 
The Powers That Be have long planned to roll out both 5G and the COVID-19 vaccine 
during the same time frame because they function as a highly coordinated weapon 
system. See: QUATERNARY WEAPON SYSTEM Activated Before Each 
Coronavirus Cluster Explosion 
 
What the world community of nations has been undergoing since January of 2019 is an 
immense beta test involving a highly sophisticated bioweapon — COVID-19 — which 
has been quite stealthily launch at primarily urban targets where 5G roll-outs occurred 
(e.g. Wuhan, Milan, Tehran, New York City, Seattle and Guayaquil, Ecuador). 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=41277
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/03/quaternary-weapon-system-global-pandemic-fabricated-via-covid-19-5g-chemtrails-vaccines/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/03/quaternary-weapon-system-global-pandemic-fabricated-via-covid-19-5g-chemtrails-vaccines/
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Then, against all odds and contrary to what science says is even possible, the COVID-
19 vaccine has been rolled out first in Russia and then in other guinea pig nations such 
as the United Kingdom and United States. 
 
How could such a highly suspect and unproven vaccine even be safely 
administered in the same year that the coronavirus pandemic first began?! 
 
That’s right, it can’t be! Not with any degree of safety or effectiveness. 
 
And, the only way Big Pharma was able to introduce any type of Covid vaccine in 2020 
is because it had been undergoing years of painstaking development and advanced 
bioengineering in secret labs across the planet. 
 

MARK OF THE BEAST 
With this crucial understanding, every inhabitant on Earth needs to be aware that the 
COVID-19 vaccine is not what they say it is.  And, that it is dangerous to the extreme 
with a nefarious agenda behind it that should scare the bejesus out of everyone. 
 
In fact, everything now points to a Covid vaccine that not only functions as the long 
anticipated MARK OF THE BEAST, it’s also a means by which TPTB will implement 
their high-priority agenda of transhumanism. See: COVID-19 Vaccine Utilizes Nano 
Tech to Greatly Advance Transhuman Agenda 
 
Perhaps the central pillar of that agenda is to remove any tendency on the part of a 
normal human being to pursue spiritual advancement or religious endeavors.  This is 
where the COVID-19 vaccine comes in because its primary function is to permanently 
turn off the famous GOD gene.  This will be accomplished through the systematic 
vaccination of humanity using the FunVax jab, also known as the COVID-19 
vaccine.  As follows: 
 
The FunVax bioweapon system is using at least 4 different modalities. The perpetrators 
are (i) using chemtrails to spray flu viruses and aerosol vaccines, (ii) administering adult 
flu shot programs and childhood vaccination schedules, (iii) releasing several variants of 
the COVID-19 bioweapon in hospitals, nursing homes, assisted-living facilities (and on 
cruise ships when they were operating), and (iv) utilizing the intensive 5G roll-outs to 
weaken the immune system as well as amplify the electromagnetic frequencies and 
microwave transmissions that facilitate the clandestine FunVax vaccination process. 
Also, the perps have planned a fifth component whereby they are (v) formulating a 
mandatory COVID-19 vaccine which will ensure that every individual receives the 
VMAT2 ‘immunization’ that will be enforced via an immunity certificate. 
(Source: Here’s the main reason why the NWO globalist cabal is dead set on 
mandating a universal COVID-19 vaccination program.) 
 
One of the unique features of the MARK OF THE BEAST is Luciferase. 
Bill Gates is building something that we call the Human Implantable Quantum Dot 
Microneedle Vaccination Delivery System, and it is composed of multiple things. I want 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=31752
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=31752
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=13275
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=13275
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to draw your attention to one component, the quantum dot microneedles that will deliver 
the vaccines, and a very, very unique biochemical that makes it all work. If you’re 
standing up while reading this, you might want to sit down. Today we bring you ‘near 
infrared bioluminescence enzyme luciferase’ which is the chemical that will make the 
quantum dot vaccination readable through a special mobile device app. That’s right, the 
enzyme that will light up Bill Gates Human Implantable Quantum Dot Microneedle 
Vaccination Delivery System is called Luciferase, that’s what makes the vaccination 
readable long after the victim has been injected. Luciferase.(Source: SHOCK AS IT’S 
REVEALED AN ENZYME CALLED LUCIFERASE IS WHAT MAKES BILL GATES 
IMPLANTABLE QUANTUM DOT MICRONEEDLE VACCINE DELIVERY SYSTEM 
WORK) 
 

COVID-19 Vaccine Compliance 
The highly organized global criminal enterprise to vaccinate every human being has 
been in the works for decades.  It’s why vax super-pitchman Bill Gates was made king 
of Microsoft and then the world’s richest billionaire. See: Yes, Bill Gates’ invention 
really is an injectable, permanent, under-the-skin, biochip sensor? 
 
In point of fact, Gates’ carefully guided transition from covertly constructing back doors 
for computer viruses to deceitfully creating back doors for corona viruses took place 
with highly purposeful design. 
 

MARK OF THE BEAST: Brought to you by everyone’s 
Big Brother—BILL GATES 

 
However, it’s one thing to fabricate a coronavirus pandemic out of nowhere as a means 
to justify a new mandatory COVID-19 vaccine … and … another thing to enforce the 
administration of that untested jab on every inhabitant of planet Earth. 
 
This is where things are about to get very challenging in view of the fact that two-thirds 
of voters say they won’t get coronavirus vaccine right away or at all. 
 
The psychopathic perpetrators of OPERATION COVID-19 know full well that many folks 
are extremely leery of a Covid vaccination.  So many Americans are suspicious of the 
COVID-19 vaccine because of the association it has with the MARK OF THE BEAST 
(MOTB).  This poses a great obstacle which has already been thought through by the 
likes of Bill Gates, Dr. Fauci, Deborah Birx, Robert Redfield, Tedros Adhanom & 
Company. 
 
That “Company” is, of course, Big Pharma.  And Big Pharma is the key corporate player 
in the all-powerful Government-Corporate Complex That Took Complete Control Of 
The USA. 
 
What’s the critical point? 
Every U.S. citizen will soon need a COVID-19 vaccine to live a normal life in America… 
… … unless We the People terminate this steamrolling juggernaut post-haste. 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=13307
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=13307
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=13307
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=13307
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=40449
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=40449
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/04/bill-gates-a-menace-to-society-who-must-be-arrested-and-prosecuted-for-crimes-against-humanity/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/04/bill-gates-a-menace-to-society-who-must-be-arrested-and-prosecuted-for-crimes-against-humanity/
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=38504
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=38504
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=8358
https://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=3619
https://stateofthenation2012.com/?p=3619
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Slowly but surely both Corporate America and the U.S. Federal Government are floating 
different proposals about how an immunity certificate will soon be required. 
 
For example, if you want to work for any Fortune 1000 company, proof of vaccination 
will be requested if the perps get their way.  Eventually every publicly traded corporation 
will be coerced into this pen of vaccine compliance.  So will small companies that need 
a public health inspection and/or certification to ‘legally’ operate in a city, county or 
state. 
 
Retail stores may begin to require that all customers produce proof of Covid immunity to 
buy their goods.  So might every service business such as medical, dental, mental 
health and other healthcare delivery offices both allopathic and alternative. 
 
Then there are workout gyms and sport clubs, yoga and Pilates studios, massage 
parlors and hair salons.  Getting in any of these is already quite difficult without a mask. 
 
Then there are the calls for all school children to be vaccinated in order to enter 
kindergarten, elementary school and junior high.  Teenagers will be vaxxed first to enroll 
in high schools and young adults will be required to present an immunity certificate to 
even apply to any American college of university. 
 
The list of organizations throughout civil society as well as governmental institutions is 
even longer, as are all the globalist NGOs that will eventually demand a Covid vax to be 
employed by them. 
 
SPECIAL NOTE: People, the gravity of this swiftly developing predicament 
whereby proof of a COVID-19 vaccination will soon be required to “buy and sell’ 
anything cannot be overstated.  Just consider where the Coviteers are ultimately 
taking this: A Covid immunity certificate will soon be required to enter any 
establishment; attend any event; matriculate in any program; fly, train or bus to 
any destination; be treated by any hospital, clinic, physician or other healthcare 
practitioner, etc.  They named it Operation Warp Speed for a reason; they want all 
50 states operating in strict COVID-19 vaccine compliance as a precursor to 
legislating mandatory vaccines for every citizen and non-citizen alike.  The sheer 
speed and intensity with which the perpetrators of OPERATION COVID-19 are 
rolling over the American people with their Covid juggernaut is as 
incomprehensible as it is staggering.  Hence, every individual needs to be on 
guard like never before.  Blindly complying with all of the illicit orders and other 
Covid dictates ought to be vigilantly avoided.  The more folks bend to the will of 
the Plandemic tyrants, the more easily it will be for them to implement their pre-
planned compulsory COVID-19 vaccination programs that will inject the dreaded 
MOTB.  Most importantly, this insidious vaccination scheme will be ever-so-
gradually carried out so that very few even understand that it will eventually be 
necessary to live your life.  That’s how they always introduce destructive, 
dangerous and deadly programs into society. 
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This is exactly why the authorities are demanding masks and social distancing with 
such a vengeance: so they can eventually offer relief from these terribly oppressive 
measures after everyone has been ‘properly’ vaccinated. 
 

This is their PLAN! 
And it ain’t good.  Not good at all. 

These perfidious perps are quite cunningly choreographing and staging every phase of 
this transparently manufactured manmade Plandemic in the interest of implementing 
various mandates and measures which, they hope, will eventually push every person in 
the pen of vaccine compliance.  As always, the Mainstream Media is used to hype every 
phase of naked fear-mongering in order to stampede the unaware and uneducated over 
the cliff of inevitable vaccine injury and permanent transhumanistic alteration. 
 
The government knows it cannot force vaccines on everyone; but they have confidence 
that a critical mass of the citizenry will demand them; and to the extent that the 
overwhelming peer pressure exerted by the insane pro-vax crowd will compel even the 
most ardent anti-vaxxers into a receiving their annual Covid vaccination. 
 
KEY POINT: Big Pharma is being used by the Central Banking Cartel and International 
Banking Crime Syndicate to roll out the COVID-19 vaccine under the governmental 
rubric of Operation Warp Speed.  At “warp speed” because the power elite are so 
desperate to vaccinate the global population in order to effectively neutralize them 
because of the rapidly emerging context defined by the ongoing and raging war 
between the 1% and 99%.  See: So this is what they mean by “WARP SPEED”! 
 
Conclusion 
The NWO globalists are on a serious mission to vaccinate every American with all 
deliberate speed.  The US government will employ the 4 major branches of the Armed 
Forces to accomplish this mission. 
 
TPTB know that when a sufficient number of Americans are regularly vaccinated, they 
will no longer be a threat to their kleptocratic oligarchy that intends to rule over the 
entire planetary civilization via a One World Government and Global Security 
Superstate. 
 
This New World Order is fundamentally defined by a world community of nations, each 
of which is run by totalitarian communist government.  That’s why the despotic 
Democrats are so determined to steal the 2020 election and that this RED ALERT has 
been issued: 
 
THE 2020 COVID-COMMUNIST PLOT TO OVERTHROW THE AMERICAN 
REPUBLIC … 
… AS A PRELUDE TOWARD ESTABLISHING A ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT AND 
GLOBAL TOTALITARIAN SUPERSTATE 

http://stateofthenation.co/?p=41248
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/10/the-democrat-run-communist-takeover-plot-is-about-ready-to-go-prime-time/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/10/the-democrat-run-communist-takeover-plot-is-about-ready-to-go-prime-time/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/10/the-democrat-run-communist-takeover-plot-is-about-ready-to-go-prime-time/
http://themillenniumreport.com/2020/10/the-democrat-run-communist-takeover-plot-is-about-ready-to-go-prime-time/
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The globalists also know that all resistance to such a totalitarian tyranny will be removed 
once the MARK OF THE BEAST is put into full operation, where no one can buy or 
sell without it. 
 

COVID-19 Vaccine is the “Mark of the Beast” 
 
Warning: There is now a HUGE vaccination campaign going on across the USA within 
the Christian churches.  It’s being craftily spearheaded by none other than Dr. Fauci’s 
boss at the NIH.  This particular government-religious initiative is being deceptively 
conducted to corral the entire Christian community into the pen of vaccine compliance 
because they pose the greatest impediment to the communist scheme to collapse the 
American Republic.  Those Bible-reading folks also know more about the MARK OF 
THE BEAST than any other group in the country  See:  HUGE COVID SCANDAL AT 
THE NIH: Why has no one investigated Fauci’s boss? 
 

State of the Nation 
December 13, 2020 

Reference 
Is the COVID-19 vaccine really the “Mark Of The Beast”? 
Recommended Reading 
FUNVAXgate: Bill Gates’ Implantable Quantum Dot, Microneedle Vaccine Delivery 
System & Luciferase 
TinyURL: https://bit.ly/2WeaQWH 
 
http://stateofthenation.co/?p=41277 
 
 
 
 
Blessings, 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com  
www.pastorbobreid.com 
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22  
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https://bit.ly/2WeaQWH
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